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Amazon and Wirecard most traded shares in June 

Trading volume up 19 percent up on last year 

 

With a turnover of 347 million Euros, Amazon.com shares came top of the list in trading on Tradegate 

Exchange in June. In second place were TecDAX shares Wirecard AG with 261 million Euros. In total a 

trading volume of 8.2 billion Euros was achieved in June – a plus of 19 percent on last year (2017: 6.9 

billion Euros). This makes Tradegate Exchange the largest trading venue in Germany after the Xetra 

platform of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. 

 

The largest part of the order book turnover was generated by equities with 7.4 billion Euros. Besides 

Amazon.com and Wirecard AG investors particularly favoured Daimler AG (219 million Euros) and Netflix 

(197 million Euros). 

 

Other popular DAX stocks were Deutsche Bank AG with 178 million Euros and Volkswagen AG with 156 

million Euros. Most traded international stocks were Alibaba (147 million Euros) and Apple (126 million 

Euros). 

 

 

About Tradegate Exchange 

 

Tradegate Exchange is a stock exchange specialising in executing private investors´ orders. Over 30 

trading participants from Germany, Austria, France and the United Kingdom are currently connected and 

offer access to their customers from their own country and abroad. Around 4,700 equities, 1,700 ETPs, 

2,800 bonds and 2,000 investment funds can be traded. Orders are usually executed in full. Tradegate 

Exchange does not charge any transaction fees. Tradegate provides investors with a continuous over-

view of what is happening on the market: real-time prices are available for the DAX, MDAX, SDAX and 

TecDAX indices and can also be accessed by smartphone using the Tradegate app. The app is free and 

has been downloaded more than 50,000 times. In January 2010 Tradegate Exchange was set up as a 

regulated market as defined in the MiFID. Managing directors are Thorsten Commichau and Oliver Sza-

bries. Deutsche Börse AG has a 75 percent interest plus 1 share in Tradegate Exchange GmbH, the 

stock exchange operator of Tradegate Exchange. www.tradegate.de 
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http://www.tradegate.de/

